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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliate Photos: Michael Murtaugh Guides AndaMelanie PinolaEven if you're not a secret agent and don't think you have anything to hide, you need a paper shredding machine. Garbage bins and recycling full of bank statements and credit card offers are treasure for identity thieves. Your best defense: a paper shredding machine, which
chokes through sensitive documents and spits it out as a confetti. After researching 25 shredders and running more than 2,000 sheets of paper (along with staples, paper clips, CDs, and credit cards) through eight of them, we recommend AmazonBasics 15-Sheet Cut Paper/CD/Credit Card-Shredder for personal and home use. This cross-shredding machine offers an easy-to-use,
fast, and secure way to dispose of sensitive paperwork, old credit cards, and DVD data. It can run 15 jam-free sheets at a time for over 20 minutes without overheating.*At the time of publication, The price is $110.The AmazonBasics 15-Sheet Cross-Cut Paper/CD/Credit-Card Shredder is worth the price as this model makes it easy to keep shredder habits—cheap and frustrating
shredders aren't worth savings if you've never used it and simply throw away your crucified bank statements into your recycling bonds. It chokes a heap of large documents and can walk through hundreds of pages without overheating. Cross-shredding, measuring around 1/8 inches wide and long inches, is safe enough for regular documents most people need to be shredded—
much smaller than a strip-style shredding—and cross-cut shredding machines are generally less expensive than micro-cut models, which make smaller pieces. Moreover, adequate warning lights tell you if you are trying to feed more paper than a shredding machine can handle, if the motor is too hot, or if the bin is full or incorrectly located. This micro-cut shredding machine makes
all documents but it is impossible to reinstall. Large barrels are easily pulled out and empty, but these machines run slower and can't be chopped quite a lot of sheets at a time as a standard cross-shredder.*At the time of publication, the price is $100.If you have a very sensitive document or you're just more concerned about the safety than the capacity of the shredder, you might
sleep better at night knowing that your personal or business paper has really been really In this case, AmazonBasics 12-Sheet High Security Micro-Cut Paper/CD/Shredder Credit Card with Pullout Basket is the best option. It can turn 12 sheets at a time into bits of measuring confetti with 15/32 inches—around half the size of a cross-shred and collect it until you fill the pull-out bin
6.7 gallons. Credit cards and CDs also don't match its grinners. Smaller shredding sizes and higher security come at a speed cost; This shredder is a little slower than the AmazonBasics 15-Sheet Cross-Cut model, and it needs to stop and cool down about eight minutes of shredding machines instead of 20. This compact shredding machine offers more security than the same
cross-price shredding machine. Because of the capacity of its small pages, it is better sometimes chopping some documents at a time. If you have a light shredder requirement—for example, you get most of your statements and other digital paperwork—AmazonBasics High Security Micro-Cut Paper 6-Helmets and Credit Card Shredder is the most powerful option for occasional
use at home. In our test, this shredder ran for six minutes before requiring a cooldown break, and it was also plowed through a heap of eight pieces of grassy paper. Although the shredded size is inconsistent—from standard micro-cut sizes to small rectangles—this smaller security shredring machine comes at an affordable price. This cross-shredding machine offers an easy-to-
use, fast, and secure way to dispose of sensitive paperwork, old credit cards, and DVD data. It can run a 15-free sheet of jam at a time for over 20 minutes without overheating.*At the time of publication, the price is $110.This micro-cut shredder makes documents all but impossible to reinstall. Large barrels are easily pulled out and empty, but these machines run slower and can't
be chopped quite a lot of sheets at a time as the standard cross-cut shredder.*At the time of publication, the price is $100.This compact shredder offers more security than the same cross-cut shredder price. Because of the capacity of its small pages, it is better sometimes chopping some documents at a time. I have been writing about home office technology and topics for more
than 12 years for sites like Lifehacker, PCWorld, and Laptop Magazine, and I have been testing and reviewing various gear for Wirecutter for over four years. As someone who still gets too many mail containing personal or sensitive information, I come into this guide with vested interests in finding the best paper shredders for my household and home office. For this guide, we
consulted with several experts in the field of security: Paul Stephens, director of policy and advocacy at Privacy Rights Clearinghouse; cybersecurity expert John Sileo; identity theft and fraud consultant Rob Douglas; and Robert Siciliano, the world's security awareness expert and CEO of Safr.me. All of them offer their advice on the importance of shredding machine documents
and the best way to do so. Even in this digital age, when online billing is available from almost every major utility, banks, and service providers, the shredding machine is a tool to prevent identity theft. And it is very easy to use that everyone should use someone to destroy financial statements, find, medical information, and anything else with identifiable information in an attempt to
keep against identity theft; The FTC processed over 400,000 cases of identity theft in 2018 alone (PDF). Paper is still the least resistance route when compromise compromise said Robert Siciliano, a safety awareness expert and CEO of Safr.me. No matter how many digital files are in circulation, what comes in and out of existing mail and paperwork at your home and/or office—
especially what people throw away—can be used to open new lines of credit or take over existing lines of credit. The smallest bits of information—your name and address, account number, your signature, prescription number—can help social engineer criminals how they get into your life. If I find your bank statement not contaminated in trash, add John Sileo, cybersecurity expert
and consultant, I can now call you, pretend to be a bank using the caller's spoofing ID app, read the last four digits of your account and get the information I need to act as a bank to close your account on the very next call. You don't need to have a level of Ron Swanson's anxiety for your privacy and security to need a shredding machine. (Scene from Park and Recreation) You
have other ways to dispose of documents with sensitive information on them, of course. You can throw them in the fireplace, tear it by hand and toss the pieces with food or pet waste, or perhaps even combine them with bleach and water until they pulp. Whether you're planning to chopping a pile of documents sometimes throughout the year or you chopping receipts and junk
mail as it comes in every day, paper shredders are the easiest option for most households. We are looking for a paper shredring machine listed under $200 from the lead manufacturer. Shredding machines are more expensive than intended for offices where the rest of the team need to chopped heaps of documents throughout the day. In addition to the four shredding machines
we tested and selected in 2017, we brought four new paper shredding machines to test based on the following criteria:Cut Type: We focus on cross-paper shredding machines, which can chopped letter size documents into plus 400 pieces. All the security experts we interviewed said that the cross-cut shredding machine was enough at home. We assume safer micro-piece
shredding machines (which can shred letter size pages to more than 2,000 pieces) when they are not much more expensive, and those models are a better option if you crave that higher security or work with highly sensitive information such as medical records. Strip-cut shredding machines, which can cut yards into just a few dozen stripes, tend to leave pieces eyeing can easily
put back together. Level Paper cutting machines are rated on a seven-step scale, from P1 to P7, with the P7 being the highest level (think top secret goods). P3 rating chopping machines are considered a safe way to destroy most common difficult documents, but P4 chopping machines are often available for slightly higher prices. Page capacity: Having a chopping machine with
higher page capacity means you can chop more paper tasks at once, including including folding sheet. We consider the shredder that can handle six to 16 sheets at a time. Run time: The higher the run time of the shredding machine, the more you can continue to shred before the unit needs to rest and cool down. Less expensive shredding machines have under five minutes,
while the best small home and office models can be chopped down for over half an hour. Cooldown time: This is how long your shredding machine takes time after you exceed road time. The shorter the better, if you want to get back to the work of your chopping machine as soon as possible. The ability to chopping stapled documents, paper-cut documents, CDs, and credit cards:
Handling stapled documents is a must for shredding machines. Many shredding machines can also grind out paper clips, CDs, and plastic credit cards, which we consider to be bonuses. With eight shredding machines to test in our offices, we asked Wirecutter staff to bring anything they had to lie down at home that needed to be shredded. They brought in several thousand pages
of bank statements, credit card offers, credit line facility checks, utility bills, tax receipts, prescription papers, pay stubs, junk mail, and more. To test each shredding machine, we do the following:measured size individual shredding machine shredding paper letters through (based on the maximum recommended load of shredding machines) in succession to see if the shredding
machine will jam or warmer under normal operating conditions assess how often the shredding machine is crowded and how easy we can clear the running time jam of the shredding machine , paper clips, credit cards, and CDs (if the shredding machine advertised it can)states how easy it is to empty the wastebasket and how many pages of barrels can hold before having to be
emptiedWe do not test the shredding machine with any material not recommended by the manufacturer, such as cardboard, adhesive labels, file folders, envelopes with plastic windows, laminates, X-rays, and greeting cards with sound chips or batteries. After chopping some reams paper, we had enough confetti for a mini ticker tape parade. What about all the AmazonBasics
shredding machines? Through our latest research and tests, we found that all of the best paper shredders turned out to be from AmazonBasics, one of Amazon's home brands. Wirecutter doesn't do sponsored content—brands can't pay us for review or display in our guide—and we make our choices free of any affiliate compensation or business arrangements. (See more
information about how we work.) So how do we end up with three for AmazonBasics models? As we do for all our guides, we make our choices here based on comparison, research, and extensive testing. We consider brands and shredding machines at retailers with brick-and-mortar stores—stores like Target and Staples—where we think most people will go to buy shredding
machines. Chopper. Outside, there is not a ton of companies making shredding machines, with Fellows, Aurora, and Bonsaii making most of the models significant. And in comparing side-by-side shredding machines, we find that when you search for shredding machines in local stores, prices, features and reviews of owners about reliability and ease of use made Key competitor
Fellows for AmazonBasics. But in our tests, Fellowes' models simply failed to prove they were worth the premium for home and home shredding machines compared to models sold by Amazon's brand and sales. You can read more about models we don't choose, and why, in the Competitions section. Photo: Michael MurtaughThis cross-cut shredder offers an easy to use, quick,
and secure way to dispose of sensitive paperwork, old credit cards, and DVD data. It can run 15 jam-free sheets at a time for over 20 minutes without overheating.*At the time of publication, The price is $110.The AmazonBasics 15-Strand Cross-Cut Paper/CD/Credit-Card Shredder has a clear advantage over other paper shredders in its price range: it can chopple more pages at
once, which makes it easier and more efficient than a smaller capacity model. If you're trying to stuff with too many pages, it gives you a load warning instead of jamming. And unlike with less expensive shredding machines, the pull-out bin of this model is easily empty, with less mess than the top loading model. AmazonBasics 15-Strand Cross-Cut Shredder (left) tore documents
into pieces of the same size to them from Fellowes 73ci (centre) and Fellowes 79ci (right). Photo: Michael MurtaughThe chopped this resulting cross-shredding machine is the same size as the results of the more expensive Fellowes shredding machine we tested, with a strip measuring 1/8 inches wide by an inch long. The model caters to a higher level of security for shredders
than our previous options, AmazonBasics 8-Sheet Cross-Cut Shredder, which is P4 versus P3. Although the size of the shred is greater than what you get from a micro-cut shredding machine, identity thieves or spying neighbors are unlikely to be able to puzzle up your document together. Other shredding machines were crowded when we guided them, but we couldn't jam this
shredding machine even though we tried. The chopping machine ran through a cluster of 16 strands, but when faced with a larger cluster, such as 20 stapled strands, it refused to try to chopp them instead of jamming. Other shredding machines were crowded when we guided them, but we couldn't jam this shredding machine even though we tried. it also has the highest page
capacity of all the chop machines we tested except fellowes Powershred 79Ci, which typically costs almost twice as much. AmazonBasics 15-Strand Cross-Cut Shredder ran 32 minutes—the duration of all the chop machines we tested—as we continued to feed hoards of documents, credit cards and CDs. That's 10 times longer than our previous selection. and higher than the run
time worth 20 minutes. We actually ran out of paper to be shredded in testing this model, running more than 500 sheets through. The pull-out bin makes the larger AmazonBasics shredring machine easier to empty than models where the chopping machine unit rests on a barrel. Photo: Michael MurtaughEmptying barrel is easy too. The residual basket pulls out skating easily,
which makes the chopper less chore than other shredders, which have an elevator top. Based on our test, we expect you to be able to chopped around 250 sheets before you need to empty the 6-gallon barrel; by comparison, the budget shredding machine is 1 or 2 gallons smaller, which means you have to empty it more often. All shredders are strong, so we don't measure their
decibel levels, but this one stands out because whining gear takes longer to stop. It sounds like a blroom when it's a shredding machine paper, and in grinding the CD it's almost deafening; Also, unlike the more expensive Fellowes shredding machine, this shredding machine continues to whine seconds after we feed the page into it. That's an acceptable compromise, though,
given the price difference—no shredding machine we tested quiet enough that you or an office partner can take a call while you're using it to destroy the evidence. Like other cross-shredding machines, on pages printed in the orientation of this model's landscape are more likely to leave bits that can be read sensitive information intact. It's a small risk, but if you chopped a lot of
sensitive information on the landscape page—common for investment statements—the direction of a cross-shredder means a small rectangle may have an account number, balance, or Social Security number on them. We don't think that's a major concern for most people, but if you're worried about it, look for a micro-shredding machine that has a micro-cut shredding machine.
AmazonBasics 15-Sheet Cross-Cut Shredder is struggling with thick paper clips. It choked through thin paper clips with aplomb, but I was afraid to life shredded machines when I gave a heap of paper with thick and coated paper clips. Word of advice: Remove the paper clip before chopping your document; it will save your shredding machine gear, and it's less wasteful too. Photo:
Michael MurtaughThis micro-cut shredder makes documents all but impossible to reinstall. Large barrels are easily pulled out and empty, but these machines run slower and can't be chopped quite a lot of sheets at a time as standard cross-shredders.*At the time of publication, the price is $100.While the shredder is $100.While the shredder is $100.While the shredder is $100.
exchanging documents into small lines, micro-cut choping machines swapped into small plains AmazonBasics 12-Strands High Safety Micro-Cut Paper / CD / Credit Card Choping Machine with Basket Pullout is the most trusted micro-cutting chop machine we tested, swapping the pages to confetti as small as a 1/8 inch plain. These bits are the result of micro-cutting machines so
even the best masters of puzzles won't be able to piece them back together. Photo: Michael MurtaughIn thermal shredding security size, no other paper shredder compared to the 12-Strand High Security Micro-Cut Shredder in this price range, so we're confident it's worthy of a place in your office if you want to convert documents with sensitive information into small bits. The
capacity of 12 sheets is generous enough for most people, because you can run four folded sheets into the third at a time—say, if you take a typical junk mail out of the envelope and want to quickly choke it without bothering to unpack it. Among the shredding machines we tested, The capacity of this model page is only slightly smaller than the AmazonBasics 15-Strand Cross-Cut
Shredder and Fellowes Powershred 79Ci.This model of the shredder also ran for an full eight minutes it was rated for, grinding out more than 160 sheets, some credit cards, and CDs before choking on a heap of 12 sheets held together We can easily clean the jam, though, using the inverse functionality of the shredding machine—something we couldn't do on a budget shredding
machine. But unlike the 15-Sheet Cross-Cut version, this model has no load warning to avoid jam before it happens, so you have to keep an eye on how many pages you eat shredders. Aside from the capacity of the page, the most obvious sacrifice of this micro-cut shredder makes for the sake of extra security is that it runs slower than the cross-cut model we propose (about 10
seconds slower to stapled 10-strand stapled pile). At 6.7 gallons, the barrels are more than half a gallon larger than our cross-cut options. And because micro-cut chopping is also more dense than cross-shreds, they tend to be dense even further on their own. This means you spend less time emptying the bin every month than you do with models that have barrels of equal size.
But when the bin is full, it's easy to pull out and empty, just like on the 15-Sheet Cross-Cut model. We like to pull out more of the top of the usual lift—and the usual cause of mess—among less expensive and more compact models. Photo: Michael MurtaughThis's compact shredding machine offers more security than the same shredding machine price cut. Because of the
capacity of its small pages, it is better sometimes chopping some documents at a time. If you tend to chopped some pieces of paper here and there instead of doing it in big clusters, AmazonBasics 6-Strand Micro-Cut Paper High Security and Machine Credit Cards may suit you. It is the size of a small bathroom waste base, compared to others, the pricier shredding machine,
which is more like the size of the dress bag carried, and it will chopp your document into a mixture of small squares and stripes. It's also one of the more affordable options—about half the price of a similar micro paper shredder. Similar. High-Security Micro-Cut shredding machines produce shredding machines ranging from micro-cut square size to cut rectangles; they are
inconsistent, especially compared to reliable shredding micro-Cut shredding machine High Security 12 Sheets. But for the price, this is our most efficient paper shredring machine tested with a high P4 security rating, and we have no doubt using this model to chopped the standard personal information around the house. Although it has half the capacity of the AmazonBasics 12-
Page AmazonBasics 12-Cut High-Security Shredder, the six-strand version produces the same bits as small—along with some of the more cross-sized ones. Photo: Michael MurtaughIt has a smaller page capacity, which means you have to feed only a few pages at a time; chopped three or four pages at a time for optimal performance and to avoid jamming the shredding
machine. During our tests, the shredder was able to handle heaps of up to eight sheets at a time, but it was a struggle. The model was also crowded four times during our testing when we were stuffed in a thick group of folding sheets or pages with large paper clips, so don't expect it to take busy office abuse. If the shredder does not jam, though, you can easily clean it by
intruding the shredder gear to the reverse (switch slide to rewind). When we sped out other shredding machines, we could not clean similar jams, even though they had a selection of reverse and forward jam cleaners. While this model can't handle as many pages at once as a larger shredding machine, we find that it can beat the three-minute run time assessed, so you can keep
the shredding machine and shredding machine until you go through your heaps. The shredder can pass through about 150 sheets in one session without asking you to pause for a cooldown time of 30 minutes—much for home use. Unlike larger and more expensive AmazonBasics shredders that have pull-out trash bins, this six-strand version consists of just plastic can with a
shredder unit that fits the top. To empty it, you need to lift the shredding machine unit (which will probably have some pieces of paper stuck in its teeth) and set it to the side. Doing this is a little more hassle than knocking the pull-out bin, and it tends to result in more shreds scattered on the floor, but it's not a big deal if you don't empty the bin every week or even monthly. Any
machine You use, be sure to follow the manufacturer's guidelines on what you deserve and cannot be shredded, as well as how many pages to feed at a time. Excessive shredders can quickly wear blades and other parts of the shredder. To keep your shredder running smoothly, shredder manufacturers recommend regularly cure shredder blades. However, advice on when to do
so and with any oil varies. Fellows recommend oil every two months, or, if you are shredded a lot, every time you empty the wastebasket. wastebasket. Manual says you need blade oil every month with basic vegetable oil, cooking oil, or chopping machine oil. Office supply store Quill, meanwhile, advises against the use of alternatives to chopping machine oil, such as canola oil,
as it can cool down shredding machines. We think a sharpening shredding machine and lubricant sheet is an easier, cheaper option that throws away any guesses. Run the shredder inversely every now and then to keep the blade out of twinning with bits of paper, and empty the barrel before it becomes full, since most shredders either simply won't work or can jam if the bin is
embedded. If the shredding machine is too hot or damaged, it can be a safety hazard. If your machine is not automatically turned off when it exceeds maximum road time, or if you find that it is too hot, disconnect the machine and let it cool for at least 30 minutes. While incidents of shredding machines that cause fire or electrical damage are rare—we found 24 reviews about our
budget options mentioning fire from 7,201 reviews—for the best security, it's best to leave your shredding machine unplugged when it's not used, or at least switch to an Off position instead of our previously major Auto.Option, AmazonBasics 8-Sheet Cross-Cut Shredder, is one of the less expensive shredders, but it produces a much larger paper shredder than all the other cross-
shredders we tested, including our current top choice (7/32 by 1 9/16 inches, compared to 5/32 safer with 1 7/3 It also has one of the harder tops to lift, and it's crowded out more often than other budget shredders we're trying. In tests, AmazonBasics 12-Strand Cross-Cut Shredder ran for five minutes before jamming on a heap of 13 sheets of paper. While that is a good reminder
to comply with the capacity of the pages recommended by the manufacturer, we still think the shredding machine should make a simple jam for you to finish by using the reverse mechanism or forward shredding machine. In this case, jam is impossible for us to fix it, and the shredding machine is a mess. Fellowes Powershred 9C Cross-Cut Shredder was the only shredder to
overheat in this Test round—and it did so at three minutes instead of on a five-minute run time. It also has more plastic, flimsy building qualities, so we can't recommend them. Our previous selection of upgrades, our Cross-Cut Cross-Cut Cross-Paper Shredring Machine, is still a good option, with a large bin window you know when to empty them and touch controls that feel more
advanced than mechanical control of other shredders. However, it has a lower time than our top choices (10 minutes compared to 20 minutes), and given that it has about 70 percent higher price tags, we don't think this model is good value for most people. Fellowes Powershred 79Ci Cross-Cut Paper Shredder is the most powerful shredder we tested—while other shredders with
heavy paper clips, this shredder just chews right through them. We found the barrel into significant complexity, to the point where we condemned in the bin as we tried to kick it in place, and bin-overs warnings lit up when it was only half full. This shredder may be best in a professional office with high volume shredder needs, since it has a high page capacity (16 sheets), but to get
the options you pay almost twice as much for our top picks. For an earlier version of this guide, we tested and rejected some other models:The AmazonBasics 6-Sheet Cross-Cut Shredder got the job done, but it did so with some delays, as it crowded out more than a few times. We found that this model stalled if we put in the paper continuously. It is also unable to handle more
than the recommended amount of sheets, which is why we cancel it as possible. In our test, the Swingline Duo Super Cross-Cut Shredder 1757394 proved capable of chopping up to 15 sheets at once. Unfortunately, it is also one of the few shredders to overheat during our tests; the machine closed after four minutes of continuous use, and we could not turn it back on for 20
minutes. Aurora AU1240XA 12-Sheet Cross-Cut JamFree Paper/Shredder Credit Card free-hours sensors are too sensitive. On several occasions, the sensors closed the mid-shredded machine even though we chopped less than a maximum of 12-sheets. Along with the model we requested, Fellows chose to send alongside the 130C Cross-Feed Shredding Machine. The good
news is that it is an absolute beast of the machine. The 130C comes with a 50-sheet free-handed hopper that allows you to fit them with ingredients to be chopped and then walk away. It also comes with a manual feed slot that can swallow up to 17 sheets at a time. The bad news is that by the time our test costs 130C far more than any other shredding machine we tested, and it is
more suitable for use in a professional environment. Fellowes Powershred M-12C Cross-Cut Shredder is able to chopped up to 15 sheets at a time in our tests. While these Fellowes machines are similar to our top AmazonBasics options, it's quite difficult to justify the fact that M-12Cs are typically more expensive. Therefore, we have a hard time recommending this model. The
Cross-Cut Paper Chopper W11C is stronger than most shredding machines, and it jammed when we tried to chopped the CD in it. Riva Richmond, Questions to Ask Before Buying a Shredder, New York Times, 31 2010Robert Siciliano, security awareness expert and CEO of Safr.me, email interview, June 25, 2019John Sileo, cybersecurity expert, email interview, June 25,
2019Paul Stephens, policy and advocacy director, Privacy Rights Clearinghouse, email interview, June 25, 2019Rob Douglas, identity theft expert and email 25, 2019Henry Bagdasarian, executive director, Institute of Identity Management, email interview, June 25, 2019Which Security Level?, The Shredder WarehouseMelanie Pinola is a senior wirecutter staff writer covering all
matters of the home office. He has contributed to print and online publications such as The New York Times, Lifehacker, and PCWorld, specializing in technology, productivity, and lifestyle/family topics. He's excited when the topics intersect—and when he gets to write about them on PJs.by Erica OggThis is the gear and strategy we use on Wirecutter usage to move from paper-
based home offices to digital filings and storage system.by Kevin PurdyThis is the gear we find that works from home and productive. The only thing that's not done is prevent you from heading to kitchen.by Mark SmirniotisWe's has spent hundreds of hours researching and testing office organizer gear to help ensure your workspace clutter-free.by Wirecutter StaffA veteran team
works from home spending more than 150 hours researching and testing the best home office furniture and supplies. Supply.
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